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PREFACE

This volume is a collection of experiences for the best use of absorbable 

threads in polydioxanone (PDO), used both for rejuvenation procedures of 

the face and body and in therapeutic treatments for painful lipodystrophic, 

In 2006 I published “Mini-invasive esthetic surgery with thread lift”, edited by 

Brazilian enthusiasm contributed an introduction and presented the book at 

his clinic in Rio de Janeiro: “Plastic surgery is no longer a new medical field, 

over a span of a century we have witnessed some of the greatest discoveries 

in esthetic surgery, whether as complementary to surgery or as a first choice, 

with undoubtable advantages in the possibility of obtaining good results with 

ask for these mini-invasive strategies, and the surgeon should be able to un-

can offer (and this must be explained thoroughly to the patient) since, despite the good results, even these procedures 

are not completely without risks and complications, even if minimal, while traditional surgery, even if more invasive, can 

I agree completely with this presentation, just as I must acknowledge the incredible and unimaginable evolution these 

techniques have had over the years, all well described in the various international publications, especially those by Julio 

With some worthy colleagues in this field in 2015 I will publish the revised edition of the book  “Mini-invasive esthetic 

surgery with thread lift”, where the various surgical techniques with their different indications for different materials will be 

This book has been written for those who wish to seriously dedicate themselves to mini-surgical and dermocosmetic me-

It is solely the result of many years of scientific experience and interchanges with other doctors, surgeons, phlebologists, 

dermatologists, esthetic doctors and physiotherapists from many countries, including Korea, Russia, Bulgaria, USA, Argentina, 

While writing these pages I was undecided whether to follow the market trends with practical manuals full of large photos 

or medical device occurs only through a good basic background with the knowledge and experience of others, both the 

the patients, I decided to write this volume like a novel to be read through the pages and plot, addressing those readers 

 At any rate, I wish to repeat and emphasize that all the methods with all the types of threads will never substitute tradi-

Moreover, we must remember that any clinical or esthetic improvement is always the consequence of better metabo-

lic, vascular and oxygenating activity of our cells, aided both by an informed lifestyle and by preventative or corrective 

surgeons of great talent whom I thank for the friendship and professional esteem they have always shown me and I also owe 

to take on the academic world with these methods, and then calling me to teach them at their schools of Dermatology, 

Pier Antonio Bacci



As a result of his extensive experience of over fifteen years, Pier Antonio Bacci is rightly conside-

red as an opinion leader in minimally invasive cosmetic surgery and a pioneer in strategies with 

charms of advertising, always endeavouring to reach conclusions and protocols after a serious and 

thorough scientific journey, confronting with the academic world and official societies of recon-

These minimally invasive strategies, today all too exalted, are not entirely new, given that over the 

years several less invasive solutions have been proposed throughout surgery, thus we must reflect 

on the fact that their widespread use has sometimes provoked confusion in professional roles leading to superficiality in 

In 2006, Pier Antonio Bacci published the first scientific book at an international level on the methodologies of suspension 

and support threads, the willingness of which to publish an update in the future is to be commended, in order to conclude 

Pier Antonio Bacci has dedicated this book to the so-called “Korean revolution with polydioxanone threads“, now all 

the rage, and should therefore be applauded for this volume that seeks to shed light on the principles that sustain these 

methods to their best use, still emphasizing that they can never replace traditional lifting, even if they may become syner-

Carlo D’Aniello
Professor at the University of Siena

Director of the Department of Surgery and Specialties

Director of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgery School at the

University of Siena

Pier Antonio and I started in the profession almost simultaneously and we have worked together 

threads, which form the background upon which this book is based, was back in October 1999 in 

the operating room of the nursing home “Poggio del Sole” of Arezzo, now “CCT- Centro Chirurgico 

We have work together in the clinic for over twenty years, only that he has continued to perform 

have worked in this nursing home over the years, but only two of them still continue to operate 

consists of persisting in combining science and innovation with a surgical specialty considered by many to be the most 

This convinced obstinacy, given that it has been constantly crowned with success, lies with the indisputable merits of Pier 

Antonio, who has contributed, like few others, to the understanding that the attainment of so-called beauty, both through 

and lack of beauty as a potential pathology, and along with this the ethical obligation to investigate the solution and cure 

In  particular, new forms of treatment have always been at the centre of attention for Pier Antonio, who has always, after 

careful consideration,  preferred to risk by experimenting with new technologies first-hand rather than prospering by using 

This book describes and recounts one of the many “risks” run by Pier Antonio over the past years, but which today, thanks 

In conclusion, I cannot fail to mention that in the same nursing home “Poggio del Sole”, now the Tuscan Surgical Centre, 

back in October 1983 Pier Antonio Bacci performed, with the assistance of the School of Surgery of the University of Siena, 

the first phlebectomy operation using mini incisions, taking up and reviewing the idea of Robert Muller to remove varicose 

-

Stefano Tenti
Director of the Tuscan Surgical Centre of Arezzo

International centre of surgical excellence 

PRESENTATION



It was a phrase and a concept that frequently resonated among people up to the end of the 

extensive skin scarring, sometimes with a touch of pride, almost as evidence of a serious illness that 

-

ring in the epigastric region is simply a sign of a gallbladder stones, large and even retracting scars in the iliac fossa are the 

results of appendectomies performed with large cutaneous incisions and without the proper attention given to the suturing 

-

sant states of mind in the patient, can bring its share of remonstration towards the surgeon, which, in some cases, may lead 

Without considering the excesses, at the end of the last century, especially during the first years of this century, we have 

witnessed a major cultural change in medicine: the improvements of the aesthetic results have become the result of the 

Diagnostic instruments, both in imagery and in biochemistry, have now reached levels that, until a few years ago, were 

In parallel with the diagnostic phase, in choosing the procedure to be performed, it is also important to consider the availa-

bility of increasingly sophisticated and refined instruments and medical devices, the result of research in biochemistry, along 

With the advent of endoscopic surgery, up to robotic surgery (which is nothing more than advanced endoscopic surgery), 

in order for it to be well executed it entails a fine understanding of the anatomical structures and pathologies, thus a greater 

and the possibilities of extremely precise surgical intervention that would be otherwise unimaginable, and the results that can 

of mini-invasiveness, but it is important to remember that the term “minimally invasive” must not be understood as a synonym 

The concept of minimal invasiveness should always be kept in mind in order to indicate and to remind us, in every sector 

If physicians can intervene as precisely as possible, the outcome will be closer to the common objective of the doctor and 

The increasing availability of ever more detailed and refined concepts has led to the side effect of the fragmentation of 

individual pathologies within the same specializations; the concept of specialization has gradually been exasperated, leading 

These essential points (but many others could be added to these and perhaps of no lesser importance) are both the causes 

individual pathologies is lavished onto the population, with satisfaction at first, but then with an increase in qualitative levels 

I have experienced this in full throughout my professional career, starting as a student where the prevailing surgery was 

destructive and attention to the aesthetic aspect was very minimal, through to conservative surgery and on to the last years 

with the use of robotic surgery, that has allowed us to bring the concepts of minimally invasiveness and aesthetic results to 

The professional history of Pier Antonio is a tangible expression of an enlightened professional who has been able to grasp 

the cultural changes whilst being able to integrate them with intelligence and professionalism in this great and swirling cultural 

The merit of Pier Antonio is, and not only, to have understood what was taking place in the world of cosmetic surgery, as 

With his latest work, delivered with simplicity and humility, Pier Antonio offers everyone working within the field his experiences 

I, for my part, would like to thank him for what he has given us not only from the technical point of view but also, and perhaps 

Pier Guido Ciabatti
Director of the Department of Specialized Surgery USL8 Arezzo

Prof ac Robotic Surgery c / o the School of Specialization in



It is easy for me to talk about Pier Antonio Bacci, easy and enjoyable, as I have had the pleasure 

be easy to talk of him, but it becomes difficult to reduce my thoughts to a few lines of text because, 

The scientific community admires him and considers him an opinion leader in almost every field 

of Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery, but it is in three fields that his contributions have transformed 

him into one of the recognized world leaders: cellulitic oedematous fibrosclerotic panniculopathy 

Pier Antonio understands aesthetic pathologies like no other, as he went in search of signs and 

symptoms of aesthetic pathologies, investigating the clinical aspect, highlighting the pathophysiology, histology, biology, 

Like other authors, he too argues that imperfections are not only visible imperfections but also true aesthetic conditions 

(most of which fortunately are not life threatening), emphasizing that the right treatment becomes genuinely safe and ef-

and treatments that can be integrated with them, describing different protocols that, if correctly used, can be adopted 

Support and suspension threads are now in common use, but it was Pier Antonio who taught everyone how to use them 

Pier Antonio Bacci is one who has always transmitted everything he knows, never keeping a trick up his sleeve nor pro-

Like all other authors, Pier Antonio Bacci certainly does not possess the truth, but at least he enjoys sharing and comparing 

J. Víctor García

Pres. Spanish Society of Cosmetic Medicine and Surgery

a surgeon, a phlebologist, a cosmetic surgeon and an aesthetic physician, as well as a writer, a 

-

I increasingly believe that the Tuscan atmosphere, which has given us  several “multifaceted talents” in the past, has 

Some years ago, I spent an unforgettable day with Pier Antonio and Ivo Pitanguy, and was struck by the varied and 

Coming to the book, Pier Antonio provides us with a detailed and  thorough examination of both the historical and 

surgery in which information reaches us principally through the commercial filter, it is important to receive explanations 

on the different uses and indications of the various threads available around the world, by a physician who is not just 

knowledgeable at a theoretical level, but by a doctor who has personally tested the various threads and verified their 

Maurizio Ceccarelli

Master Professor Aesthetic Medicine, University of Barcelona and Camerino



Pier Antonio Bacci is rightly considered to be a pioneer in suspension and support thread strategies, 

contributing with intelligence and professionalism to the changes and evolution of thoughts and 

Pier Antonio Bacci is someone who likes to pass on his knowledge, with enthusiasm and profes-

Minimally invasive cosmetic surgery and support threads act on the tissues of the human body, 

As a physician who has taught and practiced clinical nutrition for 40 years, I am convinced that 

the key to this structure, to a large extent, is in daily nutrition and glycaemia fluctuations, lipid and 

Nutritional genomics has eliminated the calculation of daily calories, as I have been discussing with Pier Antonio Bacci 

of saturated fatty acids within a cell causes a condition of cellular obesity capable of modulating a genetic profile, cha-

An excess of saturated fatty acids within the fibroblasts generates a reduction of the synthesis of collagen, hyaluronic 

I have often discussed and analysed with Pier Antonio Bacci, how clinical nutrition and aesthetic medicine & surgery can 

An excess of glucose and saturated fatty acids within the fibroblasts, the glycation of connective tissue components, the 

and lymphatic system can promote a functional and aesthetic decay of tissues, on which to insert support threads, under 

Pier Antonio Bacci, aware of this complex metabolic, hormonal and genetic horizon, indicates adequate nutritional 

lines in his book, allowing for improved functional and histological recovery to affected tissue with the insertion of support 

With recognition for his professional activity and teaching, I sincerely hope that Pier Antonio preserves his youthful enthu-

Just as when we completed our undergraduate studies at the University of Siena together, we have experienced over 

40 years of professional activity together, in different fields of medical science, but always united by mutual esteem in a 

Pier Luigi Rossi
Specialist Physician in Nutritional Science in Arezzo

Professor in Nutrition at the Bologna University

are people who manage to convey and share knowledge of a life without fear, without hesitation, 

summary of the many reflections made in our own career and life, overcoming barriers often artificially 

I have this experience every time I talk with Pier Antonio, whom I met for the first time many years 

ago and in which haunt every time the same enthusiasm that lights up the eyes and words fail to 

This latest book is a further confirmation of a thought that goes beyond the technicism and the 

Once again our paths meet and is exciting perceive and see how, as applied empirically in the spa tradition, are today 

-

Nicola Angelo Fortunati
General Manager Terme SPA and the IHC Group SpA 

Health Director Terme Fonteverde and Grotta Giusti 

Chairman of the Scientific Committee of Tuscany Spa
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INTRODUCTION
After lengthy experimentation and many studies 

carried out in America, in 2002 esthetic surgery saw 

the arrival of a “new era” due to a revolutionary 

strategy which was defined “Contour Threads 

LiftTM” and used unidirectional barbed surgical 

We have had a very honor to being considered 

as opinion leaders in our activity about threads, in 

the same time our office was considered Centre of 

has hosted many colleagues from all over the world 

who have taken advantage of our courses also to visit 

our history and our beautiful countries along with the 

-

ad, at the beginning threads were not-absorbable in 

“ polypropylene “ ( Prolene ™ ) , white and absolu-

tely inert for tissues, but soon began experiences by 

absorbable threads , barbed or not barbed , called 

“support threads, and not suspension threads”  

Vasari Square, hystorical old town of Arezzo

In the beginning these threads were white non-absorbable polypropylene (ProleneTM) and ab-

solutely inert for tissue, but quite soon experiences with absorbable, barbed or unbarbed threads 

 My personal experience in this matter, built up over more than fifteen years with significant numbers 

whether in medical-surgical corrective treatment of various esthetic pathologies or with scientific 

exchanges and training courses in many countries as an International Opinion Leader has allowed me 

to observe the problem from different aspects, observing good and not so good results, identifying 

the strategy on different occasions of the philosophy of mini-invasiveness and noting in the meantime 

Today this strategy has gone international and the five characteristics that have most convinced 

the scientific world are in particular as follows: 

the strong capacity for recovery and spontaneous restructuring of the tissue after the new   

Tissue relaxation and excess skin are an expression of the passing of time; slowing down these pro-

All of what is called mini-invasive surgery is aimed at solving problems without surgery, reducing trau-

flaws and signs of aging, but whatever solution is adopted it is always necessary to plan a precise path 

which must begin with a careful examination of the patient and a precise diagnosis in order to define 

In this sector we adopt the methods that call for the use of suspension and lifting threads used to 

reposition the tissues and to aid their physiological restructuring while a new philosophy with the use of 

This volume aims to open a window on the understanding of these new medical devices to allow 


